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Phenomenological implications of the existence of conjugate families on the 
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A. Stern and E. C. G. Sudarshan 
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We investigate the possibility of mixing occurring between the families and the 
conjugate families of SO(n) grand unified theories. Such a mixing alters the V -A 
structure of the usual charged weak currents. By comparing with the data on muon and 
pion decays, we set limits on the corresponding mixing angles. We consider the separate 
cases corresponding to the conjugate neutrinos being either light or heavy. 

There have been many proposals recently1•2 for 
SO(n), n > 10, grand unified models which can in
corporate many families into a single irreducible 
spinor representation of the group. For such 
models, it is known that for every family contained 
in the representation, there exists a corresponding 
conjugate family. Conjugate families are identical 
to ordinary families except that they have V +A 
weak interactions.1- 3 For example, in the SO(11) 
or SO(12) models, there exists one family and one 
conjugate family in a 32-dimensional spinor repre
sentation. So in addition to the leptons e and Ve, 

we have E and Ne (having identical electric 
charges as e and Ve, respectively) which are 
members of the conjugate family. The correspond
ing charged weak current has the form 

la=e 0raO-rs)v~+E0raO+rslN~, 0) 

where the superscript O denotes "current eigen
states" in terms of which the currents assume the 
simplest form. Upon enlarging the group to 
SO(13) or SO(14), one obtains two families, which 
we can identify as the electron and muon families, 
and two conjugate families. In this case, analogous 
muon currents (and conjugate muon currents) must 
be added to (1). 

The charged fermions of the conjugate families 
are assumed to be heavy to be in agreement with 
observation. However, the neutral leptons (e.g., 
Ne) can be light or heavy. In this paper, we study 
the effects on the low-energy weak-interaction phe
nomena due to the presence of conjugate families 
(more precisely, due to the mixing of conjugate 

26 

families with ordinary families). We shall consider 
the separate cases in which the neutral leptons (in 
the weak doublet) belonging to the conjugate fami
lies are either light or heavy. 

After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the fer
mions in these theories acquire masses via Yukawa 
interactions, and, in general,_ the "mass eigenstates" 
need not be identical to the "current eigenstates." 
Consequently, a mixing can occur amongst parti
cles of the same charge.4 Assuming, for simplici
ty, a real mass matrix, we have for the case of the 
SO(l 1) or SO(12) models 

e0=e cos0e +E sin0e , 

E 0-e sin0e+E cos0e , 

V~ =VeCOS'Pe +Nesini/>e , 

N~= ---'Vesini/>e +Necos¢>e ' 

where no superscript denotes "mass eigenstates." 
Substituting (2) into (1) we find 

J a =J a(eve) +J a(eNe) 

+Ja(Eve)+Ja(ENe), 

where, for example, 

Ja(eve)=cos(0e -i/>e)erave 

-cos(0e +i/>e )eraYsVe ' 

Ja(eNe )= -sin(0e-'Pe )eyaNe 

-sin(0e +i/>e )erarsNe 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Analogous expressions for the muon family and 
its conjugate family must be included in (3) upon 
considering groups such as S0(13) or S0(14). For 
the purposes of this paper, we shall ignore the 
Cabibbo-type mixing among the families and only 
consider the mixing between a family and its 
corresponding conjugate family. 

Upon setting all the angles in (4) equal to zero, 

where 0 is the angle between the electron momen
tum Pe and the muon spin direction, Ee is the 
electron energy, Pe= / Pe /, K is defined in terms 
of the Fermi coupling constant, and 

W=(mµ 2+me 2 )/2mµ . 

In the derivation of (5) it has been assumed that 
the neutrino mass is negligible. The parameters 
p, s, and 6 will be given below in terms of the 
mixing angles 0e, 0µ, cf>e, and c/>µ- For our pur
poses, 11=0. 

(BJ Pion decay. The ratio of the widths 
r(1r-e)/r(1r-µ) is given by 

[ me 12 1 (m/-me 2
) 12 

- 2 2 O+r)K, (6) 
mµ (m1r -mµ) 

where the radiative correction r to lowest order 
iss,9 

and K will be given below in terms of the mixing 
angles 0e, 0µ, cf>e and c/>µ-

In computing the parameters for muon and pion 
decays we shall consider the following three possi
bilities for the neutrino masses: (i) mN ,mN 

e µ 

<<me, (ii) mN <<me, mN > mµ, and (iii) 
e µ 

mN,,mN">mw 
(i) mN ,mN <<me. Here the effective four-

• µ 
fermion interaction Hamiltonian for muon decay is 

where the currents involving the electron are given 

we recover the left chiral V -A charged weak 
current.5•6 In general, however, the angles need not 
all vanish. We obtain below constraints on the an
gles 0e,cf>e, and 0µ,c/>µ (the corresponding muon and 
muon neutrino mixing arigles) by examining the 
data on (A) muon decay and (B) pion decay. 

(A) Muon decay. The differential decay distri
bution for muon decay is given by 7 

in (4). From (7) we find 
3 

p= 8 ( 1 +cos20ecos20µl,s=2 cos20e -cos20µ , 

(5) 

3 (8) 
6= 8 (cos20e +cos20µ)/(2cos20e-cos20µl. 

The interaction Hamiltonian relevant for pion decay 
is 
G h t t t t 

V2Ja[Ja (eve)+Ja (eNe)+Ja (µvµ)+Ja (µNµ)], 

(9) 

where J! is the hadronic weak interaction current. 
From (9) we find K= 1. 

The prediction for the chiral V -A theory is 
recovered when 0e = 0µ =0. We note that the neu
trino mixing angles cf>e and c/>µ do not appear in (8). 
Therefore, they may be arbitrarily large and still 
consistent with the data on muon and pion decay. 

3 
Note also that O~p~ 4 . 

Good agreement of the data (cf. Table 1)10 with 
the values given by V -A theory restrict the angles 
0e and 0µ to be small. Upon expanding (8) around 
0e = 0µ = 0 up to second order, we find, 

p={[l-(0/+0/)], s=l-40e2+20/, 
and 

6={[1+3(0/-0/]. 

Allowing up to two standard deviations in the data 

TABLE I. Experimental data for the muon decay 
parameters. 

p 
5 
6 
K 

0.7517±0.0026 
0.972 ±0.013 
0.7551±0.0085 
1.03 ±0.02 
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for p, s, and I'>, we find I 8e I <0.07, and 
10µ1 <0.06. 

(ii) mN << me, mN > mµ. Here the current 
e µ 

Ja(µNµ) no longer plays an important role in the 
muon and pion decay processes. Upon removing 
this current from the expressions (7) and (9), we 
now obtain 

p=+0+2aµcos20e), 

s=2(cos20e-aµl , 

I'>= _l__ I cos28; + 2a µ ] , 

16 cos2 e-aµ 

where 

cos(0; +</>; )cos(0; -</>;) 
a;= 2 2 ' 

cos (0; +</>; )+cos (8;-</>;) 

i=e,µ. 

(10) 

The prediction for the V -A theory is recovered 
when 8e=8µ =</>µ=0. Since</>, does not appear in 
the expression (JO) it may be arbitrarily large and 
still consistent with the data on muon and pion de-

3 9 
cay. Here - 4 sp s 8 and K ~ 1. 

Upon expanding (10) around 8e=8µ=</>µ=0 up 
to second order, 

and 

p=f0-8/), s=l-48/, 

1'>=¾0+38,2), 

K= 1 +e/+</>µ2 , 

Allowing up to two standard deviations in the data 
for p, s, I'>, and K we find I 8, I <0.07, and 
10µ1, l</>µI <0.21. 

(iii) mN ,mN >mµ- Now la(µNµ) and la(eN,) 
e µ 

no longer play an important role in the decay pro
cesses and must be removed from (7) and (9). This 
yields 

3 
p= 8 0+4a,aµ), s=2(2a,-aµ), 

3 
1'>= 8 [(a,+aµ)l(2a,-aµ)], (11) 

cos2(8, -</>e )+cos2(8, +</>e) 
K= 

cos2(8µ-</>µ)+cos 2(0µ +</>µ) 

From (11), the prediction for the V -A theory is 
recovered when a e =aµ=+. This relation along 

with K= 1 leads to the following possibilities: (a) 
8µ=0,=0, l</>e i = /</>µI =a, (b) </>,=</>µ=0, 
I 0, I = I 0µ I =a, (c) 0µ =</>e =0, I</>µ I = I 0, I =a, 

and (d) </>µ=0, =0, I 0µ I= I</>, I =a, where a is an 
arbitrary (positive) angle. As in case (i), we again 

3 
have O~p~ 4 . 

Good agreement of the data (cf. Table I) with 
the values given by V -A theory restrict at least 
two of the angles, specifically, (0µ,0, ), (</>µ,</>e ), 
(0µ,</>e ), or (</>µ,8e) to be small. Upon expanding 
(11) around (a), i.e., 8e =0µ =0 with 
I </>e I = I</>µ I =a held fixed, up to second order, 

we find 

p= f [ 1-(8,2+8/) tan2a] , 

s= l-2(20,2-8/)tan2a, 

l'>=f[l+3(8,2-8/)tan2a], 

K=l-(0,2-8/)0-tan2a), 

a=/=±Tr/2. Allowing up to two standard deviations 
in the data for p, s, I'>, and K, we find the follow
ing inequalities for 0,, 0µ, and a: 

j 8, I I tana I s0.07, 

18µ/ ltanaj :-_:;0.06, 

-0.02~0µ 2-e/:-.:;;o.01. 
The analogous expressions corresponding to ex
panding around (b), (c), and (d) are obtained by in
terchanging 0µ, </>µ, 8., and </>e appropriately in the 
above inequalities. 

In conclusion, we have pointed out that mixing 
between the particles of a family with those of a 
conjugate family induces a V + A admixture into 
low-energy weak interactions. 11 In applying this to 
pion and muon decays, we find that although the 
data is in very good agreement with the predictions 
of the chiral V -A theory, a certain amount of 
mixing can be tolerated (cf. Table II). In fact 

TABLE II. Estimated values for the upper bounds 
on the mixing angle 0,, 0µ, ,f>,, and </>µ (in radians) for 
case (i) and (ii). No simple bounds on the mixing angle 
emerge in case (iii). 

Case (i) Case (ii) 

I 0, I <0,07 <0.07 
I 0µ I <0,06 <0.27 
I </>, I undetermined undetermined 
I t/iµ I undetermined <0,27 
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some of the angles may be arbitrarily large. We 
have investigated three separate cases arising from 
whether the conjugate neutrinos are either light or 
heavy. Accurate measurements of the parameters 
p and K may help to distinguish the three cases. 

Finally, in some specific models12 mixing angles 
are given by (m; /M; )112, where m; corresponds to 
the mass of a particle in an ordinary family and 
M; corresponds to the mass of the particle in the 
conjugate family with which it mixes. The bounds 
in Table II can then be used to give lower limits on 
the masses of some of the leptons in the conjugate 
families. For example, using I 0µ I ::; 0.06 [cf. 
Table II (case i)] and mµ =0.105 GeV, we obtain 
30 GeV as a lower bound on the mass of the con
jugate muon. Consequently, searching for heavy 
leptons with V +A weak interaction may prove 
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